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ABSTRACT

We show that a gauged supergravjty theory based on E- x E_ x U(l) is
b T

free of gauge and gravitational anomalies in six dimensions. I t compaetlfies
to (Minkowski) x S by the standard raonopole mechanism. With a monopole
of strength n in E,, the resulting four-dinerisionul theory exhibits chiral
S0(10) x U(l) with 2|n| families (and no antifamtlies). SuperEymmetry is
•broken.
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IHTRODUCTIOM

1)
Green and Schwarz have recently shown that 10-dimensional U = 1

supergravity coupled to 0(3£) or- 5 n x En Yang-Hills fields is free of gauge

and gravitational anomalies. Witten ' has argued that the 0(3?) model might

even be realistic in that, it could compact! fy so as to yield a ̂ -dimensional

effective chiral SU(5) gauge theory with any number of generations of quarks

and leptons. Such a compact!fication however is conjectural . If solutions

can be found it would be interesting to know whether they correspond to

Minkovskian or anti-de-3itter space-time, and whether they are stable.

In this note we give criteria for constructing anomaly free gauge

supergravlties in six dimensions. These theories involve an antisymmetric

tensor as part of the gravity supermultiplet and this field plays the same

role in the structure of anomaly cancelling counter-terms as in the 10-

dimensional model of ffreen and Echwarz. In six dimensions it is possible

to introduce matter as well as gauge jnultiplets and, as we show, both are

necessary in order to achieve cancellation of gau^e and gravitational anomalies.
2

We also exhibit explicit compactieation on Minkowski x S .

An important property of 0(32), exploited by Green and Schwarz is the
1+)

absence of an algebraic-ally independent s ix th -o rder Casimir invar ian t , i . e .
6 2 k

Tr F ~ Tr F Tr F . For six dimensions the analogous property, which we
use, is the absence of independent fourth-order invariants in the exceptional

3 *)

algebras . Apart from this, the structure of our model is heavily In-

fluenced by the purely gravitational anomalies. Specifically, the various
I

contributions to the term tr R are required to cancel.

One of the ains in constructing the model was to find an explicit

compactifying solution with the geometry of Minkovski space-time & internal

2-sphere. One way to achieve such compactiflcation is through a non-

vanishing magnetic monopole background configuration o n the £-sphere. It is

therefore required that the model contain gauge fields. Among various anomaly

free possibilities we found that the most elegant contination involved

E, x E. x U(l). The monopole background lies in the algebra of Eg causing

it to break spontaneously to SO(lO) in the course of oompactification. This

compactif ication leadn to a chiral S0(l0) theory in four dimensions with the

number of quark and lepton generations, 2|n| s governed by the monopole

strength, n. (Stability at the classical level requires |n| a 1.) Super-

bymmetry is broken by the Eg background. The'gravitino, along'with the hyper-

matter is massive. 'The E 7 gauge symmetry remains" unbroken .but all light feirmions

are neutral with respect to it.

*) Hote that SU(£) and SU(3) have the same property, A model based on
( ) x SU(2) x U(l) Is being considered.



II. THE MODEL
n = m + 2 It It (2.1)

In six dimensions the following U '=2 supermultiplets exist :

gravity

hypermatter

Yang-Mills

tensor

e m

v ' Tw
R ' *

A A A

A B + ti,m = 0 , 1 , . . . , 5 ; A = 1,2

a = ] . , . . . ,2n; a = 1 , . . . ,1+n

and B are constrained to have se l f -dua li?he antisymmetric tensors B

and anti-self dual field strengths, respectively. In the model to be treated

here they appear only through the combination B+ + B~ , which is un-

constrained. The Index A = 1,2 indicates that t|i , A and x are

doublets with respect to 3p(l). They are also Weyl spinors i|i or 1(1

with respect to SO(l,5). They belong to real representations of S0(l,5) x Sp(l)

and are subject to reality conditions. In our model the Sp(l) symmetry is

explicitly broken to U(l), which is gauged. The hyperinos \[£ are neutral with

respect to U(l) although their partners $ are charged. In general,the hyper-

- with 2n complex or kn real components - must parametrize ascalara

non-compact quarternionic Kahler manifold

We take m = 78 + 133 + 1 corresponding to the

Yang-Mills group E- x E x U(l). With n = hcj6 it is then natural to assign

the hyperinos to the 912 of E C Sp(lt56). What is then truly remarkable

is the complete cancellation of all gauge and gravitational anomalies which

results (see Sec.IIl).

Locally supersymmetrlc couplings of the above multiplets have been given in

Rcf.5. In particular, the antisymmetric tensor was included In order to

overcome the difficulties associated with the action principle for constrained

antisymmetric tensors. In Ret5 the entire hypersymmetry Sp(n) was gauged.

Here we shall gauge only the subgroup E with respect to which the 912 of

is irreducible.

The Lagrangian is given by

12

2 6yu £
6 e7

2 ,,12 .
"li

uvp

+ fermion terms (2.2)

where

In OJT model this turns out to be Sp(l456,l)/Sp(l*56) x Bp(l). The

hyperma-tter belongs to the pseudoreal 912 of Sp(^56) and the fermions are

subject to a reality condition of the aymplectic-Majorana type . The

dimensionality, kn = h x l456fof the hyper-Kahler manifold is determined here

by the requirement that the gravitational anomaly of the type tr R should

be absent. It can be shown that this happens only if the number, n, of

hyperinos is related to the number, m, of gauginos by

*) Other non-compact quarternionic Kahler manifolds are the symmetric spaces

SU(n,2)/SU(n) x U(l) x Sp(l), S0{n,l) )/S0(n) x S0(3) x Sp(:), G2/SO(3) x Sp(l),

F^/SpO) x Sp(l), Eg/SU(6) x Sp(l), E7/SO(12) x Sp(l), Efl/E x Sp(l). The

associated hyperinos would be assigned, respectively, to the real representation

(n,l)1 + (n.l)^, (n,2,l), (h.l), (llt,l), (20,1), (32,1) and (56,l) of the

appropriate isotropy group. A model based on E_/S0(l2) x Sp(l) has been considered

in Ref.7a hut is anomalous.

**) This condition (2.1) changes to n = m + 273-29 k, if k, the number of

1 would

not have a covariant Lagrangian formulation only covariant field equations.

In this note we concentrate 031 k ; 1,

antisymmetric B fields, does not equal unity. Theorjes with k

-Ijuarternionic-Kahler metric,and the usual Riemannian g v>(
x)

tacit. The gauge field strengths and coupling constants of E, 1 L 1 11(1) are

denoted, respectively, by F,,

potential is constructed from

and The hyperscalar

1,2,3

13
( 2 . 3 )

where A1(iJ)) denotes the 5p(l) part of the canonical connection on the hyper-

Kahler manifold. The generators of E^ x Sp(l) are denoted by T and T s

The field strength tensor G includes the curl of the antisymmetric

tensor B and the Chern-Simons forms of the gauge group, E, x E. x U(l).

In the notation of differential forms,

G = dB +

e
tr(AdA - I A3) (2.I

The presenceof the non-negative hyperscalar potential £n (£.2) i s
8)

important for the Minkowskian coiapactification of the theory

Sec appendix for fermion terms.

-3-



III. ANOMALY CANCELLATION

In six^dimensional space-time the various aTiomaliesarc associated with

quadrangle graphs rather than triangles as in four dimensions. Another

important difference is that the Weyl spinors of S0(l,5) are pseudoreal rather

than complex. If anomalies are to be cancelled then fields of both chiral

types must be involved. In the model discussed here the fermions and their

classification with respect to S0(l,5) x E, x E x U(l) are as follows:

gravitino <|i ~ (li+,l,l)1 ; hyperino !|iR -v {h ,1,912)Q ; gaugino

+ (U ,1,1) ; tensorlno Xp "^ t't >lsl)x »

where the suffices L and H correspond to the Weyl spinors It and It ,

respectively. Because of the ll(l) charge (indicated by a suffix) all these

fields are complex except for ij; which is real (because the representation

912 of E 7 is pseudoreal).

The quadrangle anomalies are usefully codified in the form of an in-
9)

variant polynomial, P(F,H), which is an 8-form made from the Yang-Mills and

curvature 2-forms. The coefficients in this polynomial receive contributions

from the fermions (listed above).Acoording to the work of Alvare.z-Gaume and
10)

Witten the various contributions are given by:

-2P(<(. ) = ~r

_p(v ) = 1 / + 1 F2r^ Rj 2h i 96 l

2 tr R2 + fffg- (tr R* - £ (tr R

P< V = k (Tr78 F6 + 6 Tr78 F6 Fl + 78 FJ

Tr133 A Fl + 133 F
V| l

— Fl) • *

where the field strength 2-forms corresponding to 0(1,5), £g, E, and U(l) are

denoted by H, P,, F and F , respectively. The traces involving R are in the six-

dimensional representation of 0(1,5) while the other traces are specified lay

a subscript to indicate the representation. In the case of ip an extra factor
t\

of 1/2 is needed to take account of the reali ty condition on if> .
R

Because Ê - and E have no independent quartie invariant it is possible
3)

to make some simplifications :

-5-

Tr , Tr,133 'T " 6 l i I 56 r 7 J • r r133

Tr F = — (TV , F r TV F = 30 Tr , P
ir912 *7 12 56 7 ' 912 7 56 7 •

The total P then reduces to

P = - ̂  (tr E 2 ) £

<Tr27

tr R2

Tr27 F6 Fl *

F' + 2 tr R
2 F2

The tr H contributions have cancelled. The four factors 0(1,5), Eg, S and

u(l) are involved in a rather symmetrical fashion and it proves advantageous

to express P in the form

8 G G i
lit i lc

0.3)

where

and

Gl = c

1

3

_ 1

-3

1

-2

It

T r 2 ? F

1

1

0

2

2

- 2

0

- 1

1

It

2

1

3

= 3 Fl

(3.5)

The It-forms G are closed; they can be expressed locally in terms of Chem-
0Simons forms G = du^ . Since G is invariant, i t follows that the gauge

n O 1

variation 6m is itself closed, i . e . 6u = da) , I t can be shown that 6-

forras G a satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions and hence that

the potential anomalies corresponding to (3.3) would take the form

•-1 - ̂  9., a. J . (3.6)

jk

However, the anomaly ia define* only up to terms of the form S{tiX), the

gauge variation of a counterterm. Our aim now is to show that the expression

(3.6) can be completely eliminated by a counterterm.

What counterterms are available? Following the approach of Green

and Schwarz we shall consider those of the form

0 0 (3.7)

-6-



B Is the 2-form specific to this type of supergravity. The parameters
= ~t<)L

 a r e a t o u r disposal. We shall suppose that B transforms
according to

" " 1

YJ a i l d

(SB -E-, ( 3 . 8 )

where, again, the parameters a are free. The gauge variation of

(3.7) is

(3.9)

If this is to cancel the expression (3.6) we must have B - y a - z . .

But g is symmetric while % is antisymmetric. Therefore

(3.10)

In other words, the model is free of gauge and gravitational anomalies if the

matrix & given by (3.5) can be expressed in the form (3.10) with real

parameters y and a . This highly non-trivial requirement is indeed

satisfied. One easily finds

*j = (3, 1, 1, 1) , y.' (-1/3, 1/3, -1/3, 1)

'The complete countejeterm is given by

(3.11)

2 [- 3

B + %
jk

u

o o o
»2 + "3 + \

AG) - /(G) . (3.12)

-T-

II! , • tit

where AG = 3 ^ - 3»g - 5/3 u>̂  + 2/3 u^ and the G-containing port of £ is

2
^ e G +

(3.13)

where I labels the adjoint representation of I, i L i U{l).

IV. COMPACTIFICATION

At the classical level the equations of motion admit a vacuum solution in
which the six-dimensional geometry factorizes into the product of four "-dimensional
Minko-wskian space-time with an internal 2-sphere. This compactification i s
driven by one of the gauge fields which assumes a monopole configuration on the
2-sphere. All other fields either vanish or assume constant values. There are
many ways to pick out the non-vanishing gauge field since we have a 212-dimensional
local symmetry Eg x E x U(\). For the purposesof this note we shall embed the
monopole in the algebra of Eg, leaving E~ x U(l) unbroken. The Eg symmetry
will i t se l f break to 30(10). This means that the final vacuum symmetry in

four dimensions will "be Poincare' x SU(2) . xSO(lO) x E x U(l).

Kaluga—Klein \

One of our tasks in the following is to isolate "^ne zero mode sector and show

that i t is free of anomalies (in the usual four-dimensional sense).

First consider the relevant equations of motion derived from the bosonic

part of (S.2). Since the only non-vanishing vacuum fields are tbe scalar ,,a,
a- U(l) gauge field from E, and the metric tensor, a i l equations are t r iv ia l ly
satisfied except for

I KCf , _ I * T ' C . ~ 1 M
AC B

D O D O -
A B 2K '

P " )

5 (F1

A3

(U.3)

vhere gfi and g denote the Eg and U(l) coupling constants, respectively,
and I6*K is the four-dimensional gravitation coupling.



It 2

We look for a solution oi the form M x S with constant a and witli

the E, Yang-Kills field representing a nonopole. The potential 1-form es.n theii

be written ar5
A - vQ(cosB T l ) d <̂ (h.h)

where 6 and cp are the usual polar co-ordinates on the internal S , ft is

a generator of Eg and V is a number. It is necessary to use two co-orcHnar,e

patches and two expressions for the potential , one for the northern hemisphere

and one for the southern. On the equator these potentials mast be connected

by a single-valued gauge transformation, A_ = S" A S + i S~ ' dS. A suitable

mapping is S{tf) = exp(2ivQcp). 3?he important condition of single valuedness,

S(2ir) = S(0), implies that 2vQ must be an integer.

We now identify Q with the [/'(.I) factor in the subgroup 30(30) x TJ'(l)

of E,. I t can be normalized such that the 27 of Ê  branches according to

_2/3 +27 = i61/3 + io

while the adjoint representation gives

78 - 45O + l0

If the system were to contain any 27 *s of £ then it is clear that 2v could
b

only be an integer multiple of 3. However, our system contains only the

adjoint representation. In effect our group is E--/Z, and we conclude that
6 3

2y may be any integer, \J =

given by

F • |-

The field strength 2-form F = dA+ is then

Q sin9 d9 /I d « • (it. 5)

In an orthonormal basis i.;.e Ricci tensor reduces to

,9 = It,5 , (It.6)

where a denotes the radius of S . In this basis the field strength (It. 5)

is represented by the component,

( l t . 7 )

On substituting (It.6) and (4.7) into Ct.l) and (it.2) one obtains the

algebraic equations

- 9 -

. 2 <a 2 KCT

K a 2a g, Ua g,
Ct.8)

2 2 2 Kef 2
These equations fix the radius of S , a r Z< e //?;' , "but they also imply a

rather delicate constraint on the values of g,- and b l '

(It.9)

Otherwise no solution of trie desired type would be possible.

The fermioriic zero modes are contained among the gauginos of E^

since these are the only fields that couple to the monopole background.

Indeed, according to (li.7) and \) = ̂  the coupling is of strength vQ = ± n/2

on the 16 and l6 contained in the 78. The four-dimensional massless chiral

fermions therefore comprise £|n| families of SO(lO) and no antifamilies.

They belong to the |n[-dimensional irreducible representation of the Kaluza-

Klein SU(2) symmetry. These fermions are neutral with respect to E but they

carry the original U(l) charge, half the families are positive and the other

half negative - so that no U(l) anomaly arises. The remaining symmetry,

SU(2) x 30(10), is of course anomaly-free in four dimensions.

All other ferniionic modes, including those coming from the gravitino

are massive. Supersymmetry is broken in this compactification.

Thell'd.) associated with the monopole background is broken. The
2)

mechanism explained by Witten makes the gauge field massive but leaves the

associated current conserved up to anomalies. Hence the four-dimensional

theory should contain an axion.

In the boson sector the four-dimensional theory must contain the

graviton and the gauge vectors corresponding to Sll(2) x S0(10) x £„ x U(l).

The E vectors do not seem to have any interesting physical role at present.

They are "drones" pairing with the E_ gauginos which were needed to

cancel the gravitational anomaly. They should at least be confined, perhaps

make glueballs, etc. The SO(lO) x U(l) vectors couple to quarks and leptons

but the SU(2) Kaluza-Klein vectors will couple to these fermions only if

In] ̂  1. Unfortunately, we may be limited to |n| = 1 (two families) for

reasons of classical stability ' K

The question of classical stability needs to be further examined.We' observe

only that the massless scalar contained in o will presumably develop a

mass at the 1-loop level. Along with this, the expectation value ^a> ,

should be fixed, and hence the radius of the internal sphere.

#) Other but less elegant anomaly-free models are: Eg x Sp(l) with Si = ,78+3

gauginos ana 325 .hyperino singlets; and E^ x u(l) with 13lt«133*l gauginos plus

355=2*133+2x56 hyperinoa,. 22 gaugino and 22 hyperino singlets.



Other open questions are: is the safe E- x E_ x U(l) in D = 6 somehow

descended from the safe En x Eo in D = 10? Are the counter-terms which

were needed to attain gauge and gravitational symmetry, sufficient to compensate

any SjUpercurrent anomalies which may arise, Or are further(gauge-invariant)

counter-terms needed? Is the theory 1-loop finite? Like the Green-Schw&rz

theory vhich is supposed to represent a limit of the superstring in 10 dimensions,

we may conjecture that our model relates to a string with internal symmetry or a

membrane theory in 6 dimensions . This may motivate finiteness.

APPENDIX

The fermion terms are

X T- t *J }

where the hyperscalars ^° constitute a complex 912-vector of Sp(U56) x U(l)

charged with respect to U(l). For inner products of Sp(l) symplectic spinors,
- \i\> I -A pv I

the contractions with e ^ are always understood, e.g. x Y * - = x Y \ '

*) We express appreciation to Dr. T. Jayaraaan for pointing out Eef.(12)

to us.

*) We use the signature ( - + + + + + ) here.

-11-
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